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Insects and Mites
Tuesday 10th July  6.00 – 8.30pm

At Biowise Hoyle Depot, Graffham, Petworth GU28 0LR
Tel 01798 867574

A chance to look around my rearing unit for biological control bugs – wasps, midges, beetles and 
mites – all used to combat plant pests. To keep the groups small (otherwise it’s difficult to point out 
these very tiny creatures), I’ll do two tours one at 6.00pm and one at 7.15pm so don’t panic if 6.00 it’s 
too early for you to get there. If you want to bring a picnic, please do but bring something to sit on if the 
grass is likely to be wet.
Biowise is on the south side of the lane from Graffham to Heyshott about half way between Hoyle 
Farm and Topleigh which are both marked on the OS map. Car parking space is limited so please 
consider sharing.
Please ring me (01798 874061) to let me know if you’re thinking of coming.

Sue Cooper

Cranleigh Show Sunday 5th August

 We will have a stand at Cranleigh show that will tell visitors about bees and beekeeping and we’ll also 
be selling honey. Roger has all the details if you’d like to help out or just visit

Apiary Meetings
Saturday meetings start at 2.00pm, Wednesday meetings start at 6.30pm

Wednesday 4th July 
Saturday 14th July 
Wednesday 18th July  
Saturday 4th August

Wednesday BBQ Please note there will be BBQ facilities after EVERY Wednesday evening meeting 
throughout the season. Please bring your own food, cutlery, etc
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Patterson in Print – Roger Patterson
Patterson in Print

There is no doubt in my mind that the older you get the quicker things become. We have now passed 
mid summer and I think I have only blinked twice this year. The problem is that things happen quickly 
and you forget to do them when they are needed, like varroa monitoring. This will need to be done 
regularly; otherwise you will put your colonies at risk. Have you done yours? If not then you should think 
about it. No longer can we slap in a couple of strips knowing they will do the trick. All the alternatives are 
slower and less effective, and we must catch problems early. Monitoring is done on a regular basis at 
Dounhurst so everybody has a chance to learn how to do it, so there are no excuses. You will need to 
know the mite levels in your colonies so you know which treatment to give, and how effective it has 
been.

We  have  reared  some  queens  and  have  used  the  Apidea  mini  nuc’s  that  have  recently  been 
purchased.  There  is  little  information  available  and  their  use  is  almost  a  black  art.  In  the  first  pre 
production run we had 3 mated queens from 10. The failures were for a variety of reasons, including not 
having enough bees and absconding. To the best of my knowledge we had 6 virgin queens emerge 
from 10 cells. These were all swarm cells and it seems Apideas are designed for using cells produced 
by the Jenter system, so that might explain some losses.
On the second batch we have 6 mated queens from 10 Apideas. This is a great improvement and in a 
recent conversation with the Chairman of BIBBA he said that was good. The queens have been used to 
requeen some colonies at the apiary and to help members out. The failures were one dud cell, one 
absconding, and two queenless where the queens were known to have emerged. All those that got 
mated started laying within a couple of days of each other.

The Queen Mating problems have had a different pattern this year. In early 2006 there were a lot of 
early supersedures,  but this year it seems to be queens “disappearing”, going off lay, and colonies 
swarming that are quite small. Last year for the first time ever I witnessed colonies absconding. This 
year we have had one at the apiary already. It was a newly made up nucleus for one of the beginners’ 
packages. It was put on the site of a colony of similar strength to take the flying bees, and given a 
clipped fertile queen in a cage. The queen was released and all seemed well, but on a visit the following 
week I noticed some young bees crawling on the front of the hive. The adult bees had gone, and there 
was no sign of the queen. All that was left were the bees that couldn’t fly, and those that had emerged. 
Because they couldn’t defend themselves they were robbed out.

On Sat 16th June the apiary was used for 7 people who sat their BBKA Basic assessment. There were 4 
from Worthing and 3 from WG. The examiners, Audrey Gibson-Poole and John Hendrie were full of 
praise for our facilities. Our candidates were all very relaxed and remarked on the way the examiners 
asked questions and expanded on the answers, giving help beyond the needs of the assessment. I am 
delighted to tell you they all passed, so well done Rosanne, Daisy, and Fionn. Thanks must go to Daisy 
for the planning and effort she put in to get the day organised.  Rosanne has written a few comments on 
the process below!

There has been a flurry of open days recently, including Sally Dartnell’s scout  group,  and we have 
several  new recruits  as  a  result.  At  one  meeting  recently we had  nearly 40 attendees  including 5 
newcomers, two of them 14 years old!

I have  just  heard that EFB has been found in Worthing.  The colony was a swarm that came from 
Washington earlier this year. This must be a reminder to all that we must check our brood every time we 
open a hive. Recognition is important and is why we had the recent Bee Health Days.

As the result of a few helpful comments I have decided to change the format of the apiary meetings. It 
was  felt  the  beginners  only  handled  small  colonies,  and  didn’t  have  the  opportunity  to  handle  full 
colonies under supervision. This has shown itself in several ways, one being the large number who 
have had their bees swarm at home. For the time being we will have mixed ability groups in the hope 
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this can help address the situation. To maximise learning can I ask that if possible you work with a 
different demonstrator than you did last time. 

I was contacted by a journalist from Sussex Life to ask if he could do an article on beekeeping. I thought 
this was an excellent opportunity to publicise bees, honey, and the Division. I met him and took him to 
Dounhurst and we started talking about the usual things, then he asked me what predators bees had. I 
went through the usual ones, woodpeckers, mice, wasps, hornets etc and then he asked if bears were a 
problem. It was obvious the question was intended to be serious (he came from London originally) so 
the answer was equally serious -“no, not usually”. He put on a beesuit and we looked at a small colony, I 
pointed out the usual things to him and he took some photographs and a lot of notes. We returned to 
the shed and when he was taking off the beesuit he said “If I wore a fur coat would the bees think I was 
a bear?”

I keep telling you beekeeping is fun!!!

The BBKA basic assessment - Rosanne Blacklock

After two years of beekeeping, I was inspired to take the Basic Assessment by Derek who said “go for 
it” and Daisy who liked the idea of several of us doing it together  strength in numbers I suppose.
The BBKA prospectus gives a very comprehensive list of what you need to know and what you will be 
asked to do. It is a useful guide and stops you getting lost in the overload of information available. Clive 
de Bruyn’s - Practical Beekeeping, Ted Hooper’s – Guide to Bees and Honey and a Practical guide to 
Beekeeping by E. de Meyer were the books I mainly used. In addition the BBKA provide many useful 
leaflets on a range of subjects that are compact and to the point. I also attended a couple of sessions in 
Worthing, last winter, on the Natural History of the Honey Bee and on Equipment and Forage, all useful 
ways of getting information into one’s memory. Our own Bee Health day provided essential information.

The assessment  was in two parts,  each  taking 30  minutes.  Audrey  Gibson-Poole  took  me  for  the 
practical  part,  examining the  hive.  I  found  it  quite  difficult,  manipulating  and  talking  and  answering 
questions all at the same time. There was little feedback which got me worried and I had one of those 
senior moments when it came to Bee diseases. Why can you answer all the questions driving along in 
the car two hours later?
John, the other examiner, has a passion for bees he just wants to share. That part of the test was more 
enjoyable. He made me feel at ease and gave lots of positive feedback. It wasn’t so much a walk in the 
park as a chat in the woods.

Frames and Foundation

Frames and foundation are on sale from the division at  Apiary meetings.  Frames are 60p, 
shallow foundation 40p, brood 70p. It makes life much easier if you have the correct money to 
hand.

Also we have an arrangement with Paynes that orders placed with Paynes can be (courtesy of 
Ray Noakes) be collected from apiary meetings.

Meeting Reports 

I am very grateful for reports of meetings that I can include in the newsletter. It keeps those that can’t attend in 
touch with what’s happening - Rupert 

Diamond Jubilee BBQ Rupert Burne

Approximately 40 people came along to our building site home on Saturday 24th June for the Division’s 
annual barbecue. The weather forecast always looked a bit dodgy and given that many had spent that 
afternoon at the apiary in the rain and thunder we were impressed that people hadn’t been put off. 
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Barbecuing is not one of my skills so I was delighted that I had a number of volunteers to help me out. 
In fact I ended subcontracting all of the cooking to Mike and Harrison. I’m certainly very grateful to them 
for their hard work and all the guests  should be too as they avoided my attempts at cooking.  My 
contribution seemed to be mostly limited to sawing an oil drum (generously supplied by Mr Patterson) in 
half to act as the barbecue. Any other organisation (food, wine etc) that happened at Upper Nash Farm 
was down to Carole Burne. 
The weather stayed fine until around 9pm when the heavens opened and everyone piled inside for 
pudding. As far as I can tell, a good time was had by all; we certainly enjoyed it, anyway. Many thanks 
everyone for coming (and bringing salads and puddings),  Andrew Riley for  taking bookings  and to 
Carole for the rest of the organisational effort. Just one leftover – a glass bowl that originally contained a 
salad. Let me know if it’s yours and I’ll find a way to get it back to you.

Advertisement
Bees  and  Hives in  Storrington  would  like  to  advise  that they stock  a  range  of  top  quality 
18/10 stainless  steel  honey  extractors  and  other  equipment  including  stainless  serrated decapping 
knives and forks and a good selection of special honey buckets.
 
Radial and tangential extractors are available, with stainless baskets and braked gearing. One model 
has a built in storage tank and filter for when there are not enough jars and a bronze outflow for exact 
filling control. They all work beautifully adding to the pleasure of the honey harvest.
 
For more information visit the website Beesandhives.co.uk or email  Rosanne@beesandhives.co.uk . 
You are welcome to visit the shop by appointment, although it will be closed 7/7 to 24/7.

County News
County News from the Chairman Roger Patterson
(Telephone 01403 790 637 or E-mail r.patterson@pattersonpressings.co.uk)

We  are  pleased  to  announce  that  we  have  volunteers  to  do  two  of  the  functions  that  John  Hunt 
performed. John Glover of the Wisborough Green Div has agreed to take on the role of Secretary, and 
Christine Stevens of the Chichester Div will organise the Convention. Their details will be circulated 
later. This is good news and ensures that we can continue with little delay.

On Sat  16th June  the  Wisborough Green apiary was used for the  BBKA Basic  assessment  of  seven 
members, four from Worthing, and three from Wisborough Green. There was quite a lot of organisation 
involved, but the bees behaved impeccably, as did the candidates. The assessment was done by Audrey 
Gibson-Poole and John Hendrie.  We hope the candidates do well,  and others will  be encouraged to 
follow them. 

County Diary – Around the Divisions – all Members are most welcome at all  
Meetings
Chichester – contact Chris Burnett on 01243 514642 for details.  

Worthing contact Brian Tolworthy on 01903 241369 
Website www.worthingbeekeepers.fsnet.co.uk/org.uk 
Sun 1st July-Out Apiary Meeting
Wed 11th July- From 6pm, an evening Out Apiary meeting and social gathering
Sun 22nd July- At 2pm, A visit to Luke’s home apiary
Sun 29th July-Out Apiary Meeting
Sun 5th Aug- At 2 pm, A visit to Audrey’s home apiary - extracting 
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